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Section 5: What is a 4-H Project?

Understanding 4-H Project Work
A project is a planned series of learning activities/experiences that engage youth in 
the use of their heads and their hands in ways that result in enhanced competencies, 
open hearts and better health.

4-H projects give youth opportunities to:

gain new knowledge and develop the critical thinking skills that lead to 
independence of thought and action; 

experience a sense of belonging through cooperative learning activities; 

develop a spirit of generosity by sharing knowledge and using skills to help 
others;

achieve a feeling of mastery as the cumulative result of project work. 

4-H projects always teach the “why’s” as 
well as the “how’s.” For example: a 
member making a birdhouse as part of a 
woodworking project might learn the 
safest and most effective way to use hand 
tools and also gain experience selecting
hardware and finishing materials. The 
knowledge and skills learned can be 
applied when making other wooden items 
in the future. It is this transferable 
knowledge and skill that is the essence of 
the project — not just the finished 
product. 

The 4-H “learning by doing” method 
involves several steps in a process: doing, 
thinking, planning and often doing again. 
Such learning is called experiential 
learning and is a powerful way for young 
people to develop a variety of life skills. 

The experiential learning approach starts 
with a concrete activity — something to 
DO. Following the concrete activity 

members REFLECT on what they have experienced. Ask the members questions such as 
“What happened?” and “What was that like for you?” or “What did you observe?”

Next we help members generalize the concepts formed through this experience so that 
they can APPLY their learning to future real-life situations. To do this, we first ask “So 
what?” questions such as “So, what made it easier or harder for you?” and “So, what 
are the key things you learned from this activity?" Finally, we ask, “Now what?” and 
“Now that I know this, what do I do next?”
*Approximately six hours should be dedicated per project.
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Project Selection

County, state and national 4-H resources are available for a wide array of projects 
that are categorized within eight broad program areas – citizenship and civic
education, communications and expressive arts, consumer and family sciences, 
environmental education and earth science, healthy lifestyles, personal development 
and leadership, plants and animals and science and technology. For more about these 
program areas, see the “4-H program categories” fact sheet online. 

Often these materials are designed in sets including a leader’s guide and youth 
guide(s) for members of a specific age group. Most of the leader guides provide a 
selection of activities that you can tailor to the needs and interests of your members, 
the time available and the meeting place. While you are welcome to incorporate your 
own ideas and use your own creativity, you are advised to rely on these pre-tested 4-H
materials for the bulk of your club program.

Every 4-H member is required to complete at least one project each year. Some 
projects will be done by your whole club, while others are selected by individual 
members. In either case, success is dependent on the developmental appropriateness 
of the project for each member.

As members become older and more experienced, a club leader should encourage 
them to take on greater responsibility and enjoy freedom in selecting their projects. 
Teens especially need a voice in decisions that affect them. As the 4-H member grows 
in knowledge and experience, the leader’s role should change gradually from 
“directorship” to “advisorship.”

4-H members are more likely to complete a project when:

The project is of real interest to them 
High standards are set for performance
Youth are involved in planning what they will do to meet standards
They receive encouragement and compliments along the way
Parents care about 4-H and work with the members at home
Club meetings are friendly and fun
Club members feel they belong to an important group with important things to 
do

Project Goals

Once a project has been selected, each 4-H member needs to set a GOAL for the 4-H
project. Project goals are individual, even when several members are working on the 
same project. The online sheet, “4-H Goal Writing Worksheet,” can help members set 
project goals.

A variety of learning activities, background information, instructions and listings of 
materials can be found in the 4-H project guides.

Project Records
The project record is the measuring tool members use to see their own progress. It is 
an integral part of the project and is required for project completion. Some project 
guides include their own record sheets. General record keeping forms are available 
from the 4-H office.
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The project record includes a summary of the member’s accomplishments and the 
challenges met while working on the project. Additionally, project records are rich 
sources of testimonials, invaluable for telling the 4-H story to others.

To ensure that the completion of project records will be an effective part of the 
project learning experience rather than a burden, 4-H leaders are advised to:

1. Explain the record at the beginning of the 4-H year so members and parents know 
what is expected.
2. Check the members’ records once in a while and give help in keeping them up-to-
date. This can be done at club meetings or project meetings.
3. Instruct members to write down facts when they happen.
4. Help members to finalize their project records right after a project is completed 
so they do not have to fill them out at the last minute for year-end recognition.

Developmental Appropriateness of Projects
The developmental appropriateness of projects is of utmost importance. Pushing 
children to do things too early creates frustration and leads to failure; however
providing only “foolproof” activities that present no challenge result in boredom and 
misbehavior.

The Leader’s Guide for most 4-H projects will state the age group for which it was 
designed, but be aware that age alone is not the only predictor of development.

From kindergarten through high school, youth pass through four developmental stages. 
The stages are most commonly classified as follows: ages 5-8 (middle childhood), ages 
9-11 (late childhood), ages 12-14 (early adolescence), and ages 15-18 (middle 
adolescence). Encourage youth to select project activities that stretch their current 
abilities and are still appropriate for their developmental stage.

The characteristics of 5-8 year olds are listed in the 4-H Cloverbud Leader Handbook.
The remaining age groups are charted on the following pages.

Age group characteristics charts on pages 5-7 through 5-9 have been adapted from 
“Understanding Youth,” Module 4 of The Ohio 4-H BLAST! – Building Leadership and Skills 
Together, The Ohio State University, 1993
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Because 9 to 11 year-olds are like this: Their leaders should:

Physical Growth
Youth this age are very active; they are 
unable to stay confined or sit still
At the peak of interest in skill for its own 
sake

Growth in Thinking
Beginning to think logically and 
symbolically.
Vocabulary is greater than experience; can 
read words they don’t understand 
Still think concretely, however, can handle 
ideas if they are related to things they can 
do or experience with their senses. 
There is no middle ground; things are 
either right or wrong, fun or boring
Very curious and ask many questions
Want to make choices but are confused by 
too many options

Social Growth 
Beginning to identify with peers; still look 
to adults for guidance
Satisfaction from completing projects 
comes from pleasing an adult 
Seek groups of same gender; interests of 
boys and girls in both work and recreation 
differ 
Developing an increased independence of 
thought
Like being part of an organized group
Developing an increased ability to 
cooperate

Emotional Growth
Have a strong need to feel accepted and 
worthwhile
Still seek approval and encouragement 
from adults
Becoming aware of personal appearance

Like to measure skills against others, 
but...
Self-confidence is fragile

While still short, interest-span is 
increasing; it is longer when interest is 
high

Plan lot of hands-on involvement and 
provide plenty of direction to keep them 
busy and on task
Help members select projects that use 
tools and equipment they can manage 
and provide plenty of individual coaching 
to develop manual skills.
Keep directions short and simple.
Go over directions several times in 
different ways.

Remain flexible so you can take 
advantage of the “teachable moments” 
created by members’ curiosity and 
questions.
Guide members through the planning of 
projects and group activities, helping 
them to evaluate alternatives.

Be alert to ways of involving each 
member.
Set a good example.
Provide opportunities for members to 
show their work to parents and other 
adults.
Have members work in pairs with 
partners of their own choosing.
Encourage exchange of ideas among 
members.

Use teamwork to develop cooperation 
and assign leadership tasks when 
possible.

Hold initiation and installation 
ceremonies for new members and 
officers.
Praise good work.
Reassure youth that it is natural for 
children to grow differently; don’t allow 
teasing about physical differences.
Provide opportunities for competition 
but ensure that competitors are well 
matched in skill level.
Emphasize successes, no matter how 
small.
Change activities and pace from time to 
time and when members get “antsy.” 
Help limit what members undertake, 
since they are better starters than 
finishers.
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Because 12 to 14 year-olds are like this: Their leaders should:

Physical Growth
Growth spurts occur; may create a 
problem with clumsiness. 
Growing rapidly, with some girls far more 
mature than boys of the same age.
Interested in skills for specific uses; must 
use their skills or lose interest.

Growth in Thinking
Moving from concrete to more abstract 
thinking
Enjoy finding solutions on their own
Depth and scope of intellectual interests 
are increasing; they want to try new 
things. 
Enjoy playing with ideas; learning to think 
for themselves.
Getting better at making choices, but still 
need guidance.
Are better at planning than executing.

Social Growth 
Opinions of peers gaining more 
importance. 
Use the group as a proving ground to gain 
independence from adults.
Are more secure with same-sex peers; 
status in the group is very important. 
Have entered the “hero worship” phase.
Developing mature friendship skills. 
Enjoy participating in activities away 
from home.

Emotional Growth
Beginning to test values. 
Mood swings
Think they know it all and reject help; 
while they really want adult guidance they 
reject domination and resent criticism.
Struggling to accept their changing bodies; 
are interested in personal appearance only 
for special occasions. 
Do not like embarrassment.
Have a longer interest-span

Be patient and provide individual 
guidance when members are learning 
physical or manual skills.
Reassure members that development 
varies between boys and girls.

Provide learning experiences that will 
develop and show off special abilities –
through demonstrations, appearing 
before groups and serving on 
committees.

Give good reasons for your requests or 
limits. Helping them to understand 
“why” is a good mental exercise and a 
lesson in decision-making.

Organize directed group work and guide 
young teens in pursuing acceptable 
activities. Otherwise behavior will 
deteriorate into intolerant acts against 
those not in “the group.”
Set few rules, but be firm.
Young teens need contact with several 
strong adults of the same sex to help 
them learn what it means to be a 
masculine or feminine individual.
Provide social and recreational 
opportunities in settings where boys and 
girls feel at ease. 

Have reassuring, informal heart-to-heart 
chats that inspire them to feel more 
self-confident
Help members recognize and appreciate 
their good points; recognize and improve 
their weaknesses; give praise for 
progress made.
Stress good health habits, good grooming 
and proper diets.
Help them to laugh at themselves 
(without laughing at them) and thus 
accept changes that are sometimes 
embarrassing (ex. voice pitch).
Show warm affection and a sense of 
humor – no nagging, condemnation or 
talking-down.
Hold project meetings separately from 
business meetings so that members can 
devote more concentrated time to more 
advanced project work while having 
more time for social interaction at the 
business meetings.
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Because 15 to 19 year-olds are like 
this:

Their leaders should:

Physical Growth
Still growing at different rates but boys are 
catching up and passing the girls.
Most awkwardness has been overcome.
Can master skills that hold their interest.

Growth in Thinking
Have increasing ability to see how things 
relate and to use this in problem solving; 
are mastering abstract thinking.
Have the ability to make and execute short 
term plans; able to initiate and carry out 
tasks without supervision.
Are becoming better judges of their 
abilities. 
Goals are based upon personal needs and 
priorities. 

Social Growth 
Have exaggerated interest in personal 
appearance to meet group standards. 
“Going along with the gang” tapers off, 
but being an accepted part of a mixed 
group is important. Can recognize own 
status in group. 
May have great interest in the opposite sex 
and dating.
Relationship skills are usually well 
developed.
Are ready to assume leadership and to 
prove they are capable of working in an 
adult manner.
Beginning to feel responsibility for 
contributing to group and community 
efforts.
Recognition is important

Emotional Growth
Personal motivation overcomes limitations 
in vocabulary and experience.
Striving for independence and identity; 
have great need to make their own 
choices.
Need and want guidance on an adult level, 
but seldom ask for it. Communication may 
be difficult.
Accept guidance readily from one with
prestige.
Have an interest span similar to that of 
adults. 

Provide opportunities for older teens to 
develop physical and manual skills on an 
advanced level.
Provide time for discussions and 
opportunities for oral presentations of all 
kinds so teens can try out and expand their 
ideas within their own age group.
Allow for self-directed group responsibilities; 
let teens plan and carry out programs on 
their own.
Use skills of members to carry out group 
events.
Foster the development of judgment and 
decision-making ability by helping them to 
see and understand what is important in life 
and factors to consider when evaluating 
alternatives.
Stress social graces; let teens introduce 
guests and plan and hold parties and other 
social events.
Help members understand the rules of 
society because they must take 
responsibilities for their own actions.
Set up work and recreational activities that 
enable teens to observe the behavior of the 
opposite sex in a variety of situations.
Be alert to opportunities for teens to assist 
less skillful or younger club members.
Provide experiences for leadership 
development beyond the club level.
Encourage the use of democratic group 
procedures and promote national and 
international interest.
Direct teen interest in contributing toward
something they can accomplish successfully; 
encourage group participation in community 
service projects.
Use news articles to publicize the leadership 
roles and community service activities taken 
on by teens and provide for public 
recognition of personal accomplishments.
Trust teens; tolerate some conduct that is 
recognized as part of their developmental 
phase.
Accept each teen for what s/he is; encourage 
independent thinking and decision-making.
Don’t expect them to tell you all but be 
willing to listen and help them evaluate their 
problems.
Foster values of integrity, generosity, 
fairness, etc.
Offer career guidance; use resource people.
Include projects and activities that require 
more patience and perseverance; provide 
training, encouragement and experience on 
an adult level.


